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Staff Writ"
for the purpose of finding din on Apam, Lebcdev, and those conON JULY 2, 2003, THE KREMLIN nexed and Yukos felt ir. The
nected to Group Menatep) could find any legitimate legal reasons to
attack on the company commenced WJth rhe arrest ofYukos' second
launch this assault on Lebedev, the Prosecutor's Office furthered its
investigation and interrogated Mikha1l Khodorkovsky and Leonid
top executive, head of Group Menarep and a major Yukos shareholder, Platon Lebedev. He was arrested on three charges under the
Nevzlin. Yukos' archives were torn apart. the Menatep bank records
were seized, and Yukos' law firm files were taken by the authorities.
Russian penal code: 1) swindle, 2) damage to property by fraud or
deceit~ and 3) non-compliance with a court sent('nce, court ruling. or
Not wanting to make thing~ worse, Khodorkovsky chose his
other judicial act. These charges were brouehr m connection wnh the
acnons carefully. He very diplomatically deflected assertions rhat the
privatization of the Apatit
attacks were politically motivated.
Company which was a monopoly
Furthermore:, through the Russian
in the phosphate marker that had
Union of Industrialists and
Platon Lebedev's arrest is important because
been purchased by Group Menatep
Entrepeneurs, the oligarchs were
it was the first significant showing of force by
in 1994. Following its priv:uization,
able: to appeal to Putin directly in a
the Kremlin, despite the protections supposedly discn:et Jetter requesting help from
the unit's activities did nor yield
expected results.. and President Purin provided by the legal system and the under-the-table the President to halt the attacks.
ordered an audit of the: company. 1t
The Prosecutor's Office had essendeals for immunity made by the oligarchs.
was alleged that Lebc:dev seized state
tially staued reviewing the results
property worth $283 million.
of the privatizariom in the 1990's
Platon Lc:bedev's arrest is imporand earh• 2000's. This was a near
tant because it was the firsr significant showing of force by the
impossible.: fear. as allowances wen: made. for the suspension of corKremlin, despite rhe protections supposedly provided by the legal
porate governance m order to guarantee the transition of !ailing state
system and the under-the-table deals for immunity made by the
entities imo the hands of private investors. Deals were made with
oligarchs. In 2002, Menatep made a deal with the Russian Fund for
handshakes (or worse), the paper trail wa~ minimally preserved, and
Federal Property in which Menatep agreed to pay an extra $15 milfavors were exchanged.
lion for the shares in Apatit. In exchange. the Moscow Court of
Even the Prime Minister, Mikhail Kasyanov lamented that any
Arbitration certified the serrlement and guaranteed that the state
thorough or realistic review was impossible and that the tactics of the
would not artempt to claim any compensation from the company in
Prosecutor's Office were excessive in light of the USSR's transition.
rhe furore.
Ka~yanovwould again support Yukos in January of2t)04, in the middle
Despite this deal, and the fact that the neither the Prosecutors
of the coup on Yukos and on the eve of the presrdential elections,
Office nor the special Federal Security Service: (created specifically
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Hello,
New York
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Welcome to
the new issue
ofDeNovo!

IT'S lNCREDJBLE HOW fast this year is zipping
by. Especially considering how slow that hour and
forty mmute class seems. l, for one, am looking
forward to the upcoming break. lr will definitely be
nice to have some time to unwind before the panic
of finals kicks in. But the real issue is where to go?
North for some end of the season skiing or ~uth for
some warrn weather sunshine? lf I wasn't constantly
analyzing con law in my head 1 might be able to
focus on these more important questions.
De Novo is the voice of the New York Law School
community. We encourage all members of this great
community to let their voices be heard. Care to
comment on a court decision? Do you have a story

ro report or a talc to tell? Maybe you know a good
restaurant to recommend or have something to say
about the upcoming Mets season. Send in your
arricles, opinion pic-e~. review\, art, etc. We accept
all submissions on a connnuous ba.~is. Support De
Novo and be an acuvc member of your
community.
We hope you enjoy the issue. As usual it is filled
with fun and games. And a few interesting articles
as wdl. De Novo love~ your feedback. So don't hesitate to send your comments and (nice) criticisms.
Read. Enjoy.
ANl"HONY
D~

Novo, Managing Editor
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MOST OF US ARE familiar with the statistic
that arou nd eighty percent of lawyers never
step foot in a courtroom. This may seem like
a surprising figure at first, but after investigating. the legal profession, it becomes clear
that this figure is most likely accurate. And
with the currem trend of decreasing litigation
it does nor appear that th.ts percentage will
change much in the near future. Some argue
that most lawyers are nor capable to handle
courtroom litigation because ofa total Jack of
experience and others complain thar lawyers
are making parrner without ever having fLCst~
chaired a trial, or even second~chaired in
some cases.
In keeping with these dramatic trends, in
2002, despite a fxvefold increase in the num~
ber of civil filings in federal court only 1.8
percent of thc:se fllings went to uial. A steep
decrease from only forty years ago when filings were significantly fewer and twelve per~
cent went through to trial. There are abun~
dant numerical statistics co highlight rhis
trend a"A'aY from litigation. However, for rhe
most part, members of the profession accept
these numbers and are now looking into the
causes and effects of this trend.
The ABA Section of Lingarion is the premier association for lawyers involved in litiga~
cion and trial practice with over 50,000
members. Teaming up with legal scholars
around the nation, Section of Litigation ere~
ated rhe "Vanishing Trial" project and held a
rwo-day symposium co discuss at length the
topic of decreasing litigation. They first
addressed the issue of causation and discovered many intertwining possibilities.
In terms of causation, it is first important
to make a distinction between criminal and
civil trials. The majority of the legal community accept-rhat federal sentencing guidelines
are responsible for rhe decline in criminal tri-

als. Defendants who choose i:o exercise their
right to trial face substantial penalties. The

One of the most significant causes of 'vanishing trials' is the increasing popularity of

sentencing guidelines were enacted in order

a.lter~ative

to persuade defendants ro enrer a plea and
avoid the risks and penalties of a trial, and
they seem to be working effectively ro this
end. The decrease in civil cases, on rhe other
hand, is a much more complex matter._
One suggested cause is in the fivefold
increase in court filings. Some argue that this
increase creates srrong p~;essure on rhe court's
resources resulting in simply not enough time
ro try every case. In addition, civil cases
today, particularly large commercial matters,
are generally more complex and rend to take
longer ro litigate rhan in the past. At the same
time, in response to the substantial increase
in court filings, many jurisdictions place
pressure on judges to dispose ofas many cases
as possible. In facr, some judge evaluations
are based on their rare of case disposition.
These factors combine to creare an environment chat is unfriendly to litigation.
Another possible cause is the strong increase
in summary judgment. There is disagreement
as to numbers and debate over the impact of
the Supreme Court's decision in Celutex Corp.
v Catrett, a Supreme Court case that held that
a party moving for summary judgment need
only show that the opposing parry lacks evidence sufficient to support irs case. Bur it is
clear that today many more cases are being
resolved by summary judgment than in
rhe pasr.
Lawyers must also bear some of the
burden of causation as well. Like the courts,
lawyers ofren have a heavy casdoad and are
pressed for rime as well. And with only about
twenry percent of lawyers working in
litigation, specialists may be hard to find. In
addition, attorney fees are high, certainly
higher than the cost of alternative dispute
resolution.

impact of ADR can not be downplayed. In
fact, many judges, and lawyers alike, view
trials as failures and as a last resort. This adds
to the unfriendly trial environment and leads
judges and lawyers to negotiate settlements
instead of opting. for litigation and going
before a jury. But there is more to this issue of
ADR. Alrernatrve dispute resolution is not
gaining strength because of the view of trials
as 'failures' but because it really works and ir
provides many different benefits that a trial
can not offer.
Alternative dispute resolution is generally
quicker and less expensive than litigation. In
addition, it removes the uncertainty of litigation and provides a private environment, off
the public record, for parties to settle rheir
disputes. These aspects of ADR are particularly appealing to many corporations who do
nor want to spend the time and money on
lengthy trials or who want to setcle privately
in order to protect their image. Today, almost
every consumer conttact requires the consumer to waive adjudication rights in favor of
arbitration. And courts have begun to enforce
these contract clauses.
All of these factors, working together,
have created a whole new legal environment
in this country. The trend away from liugation
in favor of alternative dispute resolution has
redefined the legal approach to adjudication
and shows no signs of slowing. While many
see this as a problem, others argue that
the two approaches are equaUy important
ro our legal system. 1n reality. rhe increase
in rhe popularity of alternative dispute
resolution is most likely a positive development. And there is no shortage of cases
in both stare and federal courts waiting to
be litigated.

diGpute resolution (ADR). The
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It Pays to Work in the Public Interest
How the recently passed College Cost Reduction and Access Act helps law students
BY DANICA RUE

THERE IS NOW FINANCIAL hope for
srudents who graduate law school and are
interested in working in government or in
rhe field of public inreresr. It has almost
become cliche char srudents enrer law
school with public interest intentions bm
\Vtth loan repaymenrs creeping up on them,
end up raking private firm jobs to compensate. Relief has been granted through the
College Cost Reduction and Access Acr of
2007 (Public Law 11 0-84). which reduces
the amoum of payments a law student has
ro make after graduation wirh rbe paymem
amounts based on income.
This law could not have come at a berter
dme. The American Bar Association (ABA)
created a commission ro look into the
problem of the rising cost of attending law
school and how it related w government
and public inrerest career decisions. The
ABA commission found that the class of
2005 owed. on average. $83.200 to their
private law schools and that rhe average
starting salary for a public interest law
position was only $40,000. Even with a
serious imerest in working as a public
defender or as an attorney for a non-profit,
it is easy to understand why so many students have a change of career plans. The
commission concluded that "many public
service employers report having a difficult
cime at\:ractmg the best qualified law 1;~ad
uates." The College Cosr Reduction Acr
addresses two of the major deterrents in
choosing a public interest career: it reduces
the monthly payments for all "high debtllow

income" borrowers ro a new income-based
repayment program and ir short<:J!S rhe
period after which rhe loans are forgiven.
Section 203 of rhe acr addresses rhe
affordability of loan repayment for lowincome borrowers wirh substantial loans to
pay back. lr caps the amount of repayment
amount to 15% of discretionary income,
where discretionary income is defined as
adjusted gross income minus 150% of the
poverty level for the borrower's family size.
Professor Philip Schrag, who has written
extensively on the issue of law student loan
repaymeo.r, provides a hdpful breakdown
on the numbers: a single borrower who
owes $100.000 ar the current Stafford
interest rate of 6.8% and has an adjusted
gross income of $40.000 in the first year
after graduation would have tO pay $1.155
per month on a standard ten-year repayment schedule. But under Section 203. this
single borrower would pay $309 per momh
in the first year. Assuming the poverty level
and the borrower's income both increase
3% annually, the monthly payment in the
second year would be $318 and by the
tenth year it would be $403. Certainly
much more affordable to a student borrower than the $1,155 a month on a
$40.000 salary under the standard system.
If this borrower recetves substantial raises
or- other income that removes her from

the lower monthly amount.
To use this income-based repayment, the
borrower does nor ha,·e ro consolidate her
loans and only has ro choose this plan from
her lender (although to gain the benefirs of
loan forgiveness under Secrion 401, a borrower with a government-guaranteed loan
from a ftnancial insritucion. as opposed ro
a federal direct loan. must consolidate).
Stafford and Grad PLUS loans can be
repaid through this plan, but Parent PLUS
loans and private lender loans are not eligible. All payments made pursuant ro Section 203 will qualify the borrower under
Scctio11 401, which is the provision that
addresses the need for accelerated forgiveness of these loan repayments.
Sea:ion 401 cancels the direct loan balance
owed by borrowers wh_o, after October 1.
200/ have made 120 payments under r.he
income-based repayment plan while
employed in a public service job. This
means that if rhe borrower makes ren years
of these payments. while engaged in fullrime public service. the remaining balance
is forgiven. This is a huge relief and serves
as a big incentive for students to choose
public interest careers and remam in these
careers (for at least ten years, that is). Borrowers who elect the income based repayment and perform ren years of public service
will end up repaying a smaller percentage

¢li.g\h\1\ry (when the s-mnda~d ~en ye:u plan

of thei.r

monthly amount is less then 15% of her
adjustable gross income), then she will no
longer be eligible for income-based repayment and would no longer be able to pay

borrowers who do nor do ren years ofsemce,
according ro Professor Prulip Schrag, and
typically those who perform public service
will repay about one-fourth to one-third as

~den~

loans than comparab\e

The Public Service Certificate: Have you been doing volunteer work?
Let us know so we can recognize you on your transcript!
THE OFFICE OF Professional Development sponsors a public service certificate program. Certificates are issued to graduating students
who have performed at least 40 hours of voluntary service while at law school, or who have a combinat"ion of at least 30 hours of
voluntary service and have another 30 hours of public interest work done through a work-study placement, clinic, or externsbip.
Consistent with our practice of encouraging fust-year srudcnts to focus on their studies, these hours can start accumulating starting
the sUJDmer after a student's first year. The names of public service cenificate recipients will be listed in the commencement program,
and a notation will be placed on the student's transcript, indicattng rhar the srudem earned a public service certificate.
Students who wish to register ror the program should contact Helena Prigal, Assistant Dean for Student Services at hprigal@nyls.edu,
or stop bv rhe office on rbe 5th floor of A building.
Some examples of erecem, current, or
possible work, not including externslups
or clinics, that would qualify for public
service ccnificate hours:
• MFY Pro Se Divorce Project
Students are trained by an attorney
from MFY Legal Services and assist
low-income cLcnrs through the pro se
divorce process.
• NYLS/Legal Aid. Bankruptcy Progrnm
Students are trained by Professor Gross
and an auorney from the Legal Aid
Society's Consumer Law Unit ro assist
indigent clients who are filing for personal bankruptcy.
• Domestic Violence
Srudents participate in the Courtroom
Advocates Program run by Sanctuary
for Families, helping chents obtain
orders of protection.
• Unemployment Action Center
Students assist clients with unemploymenrdaims.

• Immigration Help Desks
Students work with various imrnigration service providers to educate immigrants on changes in laws and help
with voter registration drives.
• Public Interest Coalition
(PIC) Auction
Srudents solicit donations and help
run the PIC Auction to raise money
for public interest fellowships.
• Child Literacy
Srudents read to elementary school
children 1n the NYC public
schools.
• The After-School Corporation
(TASC)
Students can work as mentors in afterschool programs in the NYC public
schools.
• Clean-Up Day at NYC schools
Students can participate with a citywide service/clean-up day in the city's
public schools.

•VITA
Students are trained to provide assistance
to low-income individuals in filling
om rax forms.
• Tcibeca Organization
Studencs have assisted the Tribeca
Orgaruzation in outreach to area small
business to provide information abour
grant availability.
• Central Park Conservancy
Service Projects
These projects have included painting
benches at various locations in Central
Park
• Food, Clothes and Toy Drives
• Walk-a-Tbons and Assorted Other
Events for Various Charities
For more informacion about rhe public
service certificate program, please contact
Helena Prigal, Director of Public Interest
and Community Service at 212-431-2318
or hprigal@nyls.edu, or stop by the office
on the 5th floor of A building.

much money as a borrower who does nor.
One of the big problems cited by the
public service employers who do hire law
graduates is that they find rhat because of
educational debt payments. those whom
they do hire leave when their services
become the most valuable, according ro
the commission set up by the ABA. With
the requirement of 120 payments. these
employees now have a financial incenrive
to stay in rhe public interest field (if rhey
do leave. their debt is no longer forgiven
after 10 years). The law does not require
that the ten years be continuous. bur the
borrower does have to make 120 payments
while serving full-time in a public service
job and must still hold a public service job
when forgiveness occurs.
Public service is a bit of an amorphous
concept. bur for the purposes of qualification under Section 401. those positions
that are eligible include those m government and those in "public interest law services (including prosecuuon or public
defense or legal advocacy in low-income
communities at a nonprofit organization).
AJso employees of all non-profit organizations that arc tax-exempt under Section
50l(c)(3) of the lnrernal Revenue Code,
would also qualify (organiz.ations that
would qualify include the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Innocence Project,
tile Cato lnst.itute, among many o~heu).

The combination of these sections will
not be fully available until July 1. 2009
(when Section 401 becomes effective). Students who graduate after this spring semester may elect rhe currendy allowed incomecontingent repaymenr option while waiting
for the 2009 start dare of the income-based
repayment and, luckily, all payments made
while working in public service will qualify
for the 120-month period after which forgiveness of the balance oceurs. For those
students who graduate after July 1, 2009,
rhe law will be fully effective so those students may simply deer income-based
repayment after graduation.
There are two serious detractions that
will hopefully be addressed by Congress
within the next ren years. The forgiveness
at the end of rhe ten years is taxable so borrowers will have ro deal with a substantial
tax liability when forgiveness occurs. Until
and unless Congress addresses this problem. borrowers should keep funds aside
monthly to pay a possible tax after rhose
ten years. The other area for improvement
is that married borrowers have their adjusted gross income based on both spouse's rax
returns, even if they file separately. lf a
person gers married while making these
payments, payments could increase sharply
(as much as four times the amount if he
stayed unmarried).
Even with these problems. the College
Cosr Reduction and Access Act is a major
boost to srudenrs who would like to work
in public interest or government but do not
think rhey can afford to. Hopefully the
desire to serve the public will stay with law
students after graduation- for at least
ten years.
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A Big Tree Falls...
Continu~d from Pagt 1
by funher criticizing the Tax Service for
their charges on Yukos. The Prime Minister's government would fail however, and
be dismissed on February 25. 2004, less
than a month before Putin's redection.
Throughout mid-2003 Putin stayed relatively quiet in regards to the actions of the
Prosecutor's Office. December of 2003
would bring the parliamentary elections
followed by the presidential election in
February 2004. As the elections neared,
Khodorkovsky became more open with his
political ambitions. He announced some
months prior to the parliamentary elections that he would be sponsoring parties
in opposition to rhe Kremlin. Specifically,
Khodorkovsky would donate between
$3-S million to the Union of Rtght-wing
Forces. and between $6-11 m1llion to
Yabloko. Yukos shareholders were also
large sponsors of the CommuniSt Party.
The Russian Press reponed in January of
2003 that Yukos had agreed ro a deal in
which it would grant the Communist
Party $70 milhon between 2003 and 2007
m exchange for Yukos' getring 10% of the
Parry's seats in the Duma.
Khodorkovsky was the richest man in
Russia, the head of the country's largest oil
company, '3Jid the most liked among RusJ
sia's oligarchic elite. He announced in
2003 that he planned to quit business in
2007, but was ambiguous as to what lay
ahead for h1m. It is ofren asserted that he
would have made a bid for the 2008 presidential elections, though his success would
have been unlikely. Khodorkovsky threatened to thwart the Kremlin's consolidation
of power because he had become somewhat of an institution within the :>tate.
The Prosecutor's Office arrested Khodorkovsky on October 25, 2003 on charges of
I) swindling, 2) non-compliance with a
court sentence, 3) tax evasion, 4) damage
to property, by fraud or deceit, 5) forgery
of documents, and 6) embezzlement.
The assault on the oligarchs was pan of
Putin's scheme to consolidate power on
behalf of the Kremlin. with himself at the
helm. His initial election in 2000 was in
no small pan due to the politicians in
power during Yeltsm's rule. Purin had no
choice bur to rely on rhis group while
building a strong politic3l 'base'. bur was
gradually able to attract people wnh whom
he had previous relationships to positions
of authority.
The new politicaJ dire would be comprised of Putin's former intelligence colleagues as well as those from the previous
administration. The fusr group would be
known as the Semya1 or Family, who had
supported Putin through the election, and
who would pnmarily be the economists
employed in rhe appropriate economic
ministries. The Siloviki were Putin's old
friends, and they would assume the law
enforcement and intelligence agendes. It
was not long before the Siloviki were pushing rivals out of politics and extorting big
business, often taking a piece to provide
steady capital.
The faction soon acted through the law

enforcement agencies (such as the Federal
Security Service and the Prosecutor's
Office) to advance their own interests.
Furthermore, the Siloviki controlled Rosneft, the state oil company, and may have
initiated its assault on Yukos in part
because of their goaJ to attain capital. As
the Siloviki tightened its grasp on becoming the new center of influence for the
Kremlin, the threatened Semya formed an
alliance with Khodorkovsky in an attempt
to maintain what ir had )efi of its power
and influence.

2001-2003 would be made with the total
owed alleged to be about $26 .billion. The
tax dai.lns were levied days before the election of Putin's pro-Kremlin parry majority
to the State Duma. Putin's re-election
would follow shortly thereafter, in March
of2004.
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were made
to be villains in the Russian media while
Putin himself kept his distance. The Federal ministries however, thrived as heroes
thwarting the evils of big business and batding corruption and greed. No doubt that

With his success in the renationalization of the
oil and gas industries, Putin has tightened his
grasp on Russia by catering to domestic opinion
and running on a platform of economic prosperity
as a means to bring strength and unity to
Russia. Though he has been embraced by the
public, Putin continues to work the political
machine to his advantage.
The new change in pmlfer was .solidified
when Semya leader Alexandr Volo5hin was
dismissed from office shortly following
Khodorkovsky's arrest. Voloshm was once
consid~rcJ rhe guarantor of the oligarchs'
properry and safety. With his ousting, ir
became clear that the Kremlin's anirudc
towards the oligarchs had changed, and
that all prior immunitic~ were now
meaningless.
Without protection from within the
government, Khodorkovsky was at his
enemies' mercy. He was arrested on October 25. 2003 at an airport in Novosibirsk.
Khodorkovsky formally relinquished his
presidency of Yukos in November. The
seizures of Yukos shares followed shortly
thereafter forcing the flight of many major
Yukos shareholders to self-imposed exile in
Israel and England. The arrests. seizures.
and tax claims prompted the delay of the
merger Yukos had planned with Sibneft to
complete by the end of 2003. By December 9, 2003, representatives of Sibneft and
Yukos decided to terminate the merger of
the companies.
The Moscow Court ofArbitration would
later deem the merger void, and order
unwind proceedings in which each side
would return their shares. Once again
Purin's friend Roman Abramovich would
profit from their relationship. and the
value of his Sibneft shares would be saved
from the oblivion to which Yukos shares
were sure to plummet.
December also saw the Federal Tax Service send Yukos a bill for unpaid taxes in
the amount of$5 billion for the year 2000.
This assault was the first in what would be
a series of tax evasion claims lobbied on the
company. Further claims for tax years

Putin was able ro capJCahze on these 'succes~es· as well to f('ed the emerging nationalistic attitude sweeping th<" country in
times of relative prosperity.
Meanwhile. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev
were held and summarily tried over a period of two years while Yukm was dismantled
by the efforts of the Federal Tax Service in
conjunction with the Ministry of Justice.
On May 31. 2005 each def~ndant was sentenced to nine years in prison. Khodorkovsky would serve hi5 time in the uranium
mines of a province nearing Siberia. Month~
after his incarceration. reportS of his being
poisoned surfaced. He was also attacked
and subsequently sla~hed across the face by
what was reported to be a feUow inmate.
Though Yukos would fight during the rime
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were incapacitated by their incarceration, its most valuable asset, Yugankneftegaz. was seized and
sold by the Ministry ofJustice at auction to
cover the debt of the company.
The latter half of 2004 ~aw the Kremlin
strengthening its hold on the Russian
energy industry. In mid-September, the
government annou need a project in which
there would be a share exchange berween
Rosneft and Gazprom that would give rhe
government a 5lo/o shareholding in the gas
monopoly (Gazprom) in exchange for
releasing a number of shares of its oil
monopoly (Rosneft). Days later, Putin
announced the possibility of the state
obtaining Yukos' assets by purchasing
them from the (state sponsored) auction.
Remember, the auction was the order of
the Ministry of Justice. So think about it,
th<" state owned oil monopoly paying the
Federal Tax service in e.xchange for Yukos'
assets. The government is stealing the

assets! It seized them for nothing. and then
paid itself to acquire ownership.
Gazprom formalized its intentions with
an announcement on November 20, 2004
that it intended to purdiase Yugankneftegaz. At this point, Yukos' foreign (ie.
American) shareholders had filed suit in
American courts to protect not only American assets owned by the company, but also
to freeze rhe transfer and sale of any assets
or cash belonging to Yukos abroad until
the end of Bankruptcy hearings in the US.
This was a brilliant scheme on the part of
Yukos' American attorneys to delay the
Kremlin from an all out takeover. I'hough
the sale ofYugankneftf.'gaz w~ banned by
.1 Houston court, and Group J\lcnatep
threatened sun 10 whome\·er would he its
purchaser, the mysterious Baikalfinansgroup was successful In purchasing 76.8%
Yugankneftegaz shares at the auction for a
mere $9.35 billion, well below 1rs (conservatively) estimated value of Sl5 b11lion.
As seems m he th~ pattern, the Krcmltn
\\ould eventually have its Vl-'a)', and heforc
the ink on the sale was dry (the sale
occurred on 12119/2004), the state oil
company Rosneft purchased 100% ofBaikalfinansgroup's share~. and wilh it all irs
as~etli, including Yugankneftegaz.
By the end of 2005 Yukos still eXISted a~
:1 company, but it had been :.tripped of
its executive leadership, irs main production and refining untb, what remamed of
ns ca.pital. and essentially irs ability to
function. The compan} that had once
been Russia\ most ~u..:cessful private
company, Russia's biggest player •n tht:
international oil market was demolished.
lust as disrurbing is the lesson that if you
cross Mr. Punn as Mr. Khodorkovsky did,
you may end up rotting in the uranium
mines ofSiberia dodging blades coming at
your face.
Though once Russia's richest man .tnd
one of rhe most respected businessmen
since rhe emergence of a new Russian state
was once a contender for his country's
highest office. Mr. Khodorkovsky now
awaits the day when he might start over
and perhaps garner Yukoss story the anent ion it both de:.erves and demands.
By mid-2007, the last assers of Yukos,
inclucLog its headquarters, were sold off at
auction. In the end, not on1y had Rosneft
acquired Yugankneftegaz, but it also purchased two of its other main production
and refining units Tomsknefr and
Samarakneftegaz. Overall, Rosnefr would
end up with ownership of more than 40o/o
of Russia's oil production.
The story, however, is far from over. As
they say in Vegas, and as it seems Mr.
Putin knows. you never stop when you're
on a hot streak. ..
With his success an the renationalization
of the oil and ga1o indusuies, Putin has
tightened his grasp on Russia by catering
to domestic opinion and running on a
platform ofeconomic prosperity as a means
to bring strength and uniry to Russia.
Though he h~ been embraced by the public. Putin continues to work the political
machine to his advantage.
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MANY NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS LACK COVERAGE

The High Cost of Health Insurance
BY TRISHA OLSON
ONE OF THE GREATEST problems
afflicting Americans-at-large likewise
affects New York Law School students; the
high cost of health insurance. The high
cost of insurance means that many
New York Law School srudents opt to nor
carry coverage. A lapse in health care
coverage unfortunately means that many
individuals in the student body face
difficult decisions when they become
sick, injured, or need medical assistance.
While students' decisions for not obtaining
insurance vary, oftentimes the reasons srudenrs do not have basic coverage are rhat it
is expensive. confusing, and time-consuming to -arrange. New York Law School
officials have the capacity to greatly influence the student body's decision tO not
carry health care coverage, yet our school
has seemingly chosen ro do little about
this issue.
While the ages of law students vary,
most students no longer qual1fy for
1nsurance under a parent, former employer.
or undergraduate university health care
plan. Many law studems are unmarried
and do not have domestic partnershipsthu~, law students cannot qualify for
health coverage through a partner or
spouse. The current options available to
mo~t New York Law School srudents are
COBRA, Medicare/Medicaid, seeking out
individual coverage through a private
5ource, or paying our of pocket costs for
any medical services.

Law students are in great need of health
care coverage. The law school environment
induces stress, which impacts students'
health in various ways. High stress levels
can cause individuals to sleep less, encourage bad eating habits, increase coffee or
nicotine intake, or make other poor lifestyle
choices. These negative traits make people
susceptible to getting sick. In addition,
because of the close proximity in which
srudents study and live, students are prone
to spread contagious illnesses to classmates.
In addition to illnesses like the flu or
colds, law students are prone to other medical problems. Many law students suffer
from bodily injuries directly associated with
attending law school. Numerous students
suffer from carpal runnel injuries from daily
typing. eyesight problems from reading fine
legal print, and back/body pain from carrying oversized, hardcover legal books up and
down subway and school stairs. These injuries are often debilitating and cause students
permanent damage.
The psychological impact of attending
law school produces injury to many students. It is wcll settled that practicing attorneys suffer from high rates of alcoholism
and drug usc. The legal culture promotes
c.;ompetition and pressure which often drives
lawyers and lawyers-in-training to use
addictive ~ubsrances as a release from stress.
In addition, many law srudems realize the
need for psychological assistance in law
school. The high srress levels and constant
competition forces many students to seek

our the help of a psychiarrist or psychologist, and can lead ro the need of medication
as a coping strategy.
One way New York Law School could
emphasize health insurance for students is
to parmerwith other New York area schools
to form a student insurance plan. With a
larger number of studentS, the school partnership could get rate discounts and qualify
for a competitive plan. The school could
tack the cost for the insurance onto the
tuition. While this would add to the already
expensive rate of tuition, insurance is viral
to sustaining health ar a minimum cost w
the individual and is worth an increase in
tuition.
New York Law School could also employ
more creauve solutions to the insurance
dilemma facing its students. It can borrow
an example set by Brooklyn Law School and
arrange for Medicare/Medicaid personnel
to visit school at the beginning of each
semester. The personnel would guide studenrs through the often confusing process
of signing up for publicly assisted health
care. This solution would be of little or no
cost to New York Law School, but ir would
greatly help students to secure some minimum level of insurance.
As another alternative, the school could
simply emphasize the importance ofhealrh
coverage by better marketing the need for
students to have insurance. Currently,
New York Law School displays informJtion about he-.J.th care in two places: its
web site and the fi&h floor student services

area. Once students begin school, they
never have a reminder to initiate coverage.
While there are many bulletin boards,
faculty and administration offices, and
student areas that have space for the school
to advertise, the school has not utilized
these spaces ro publicize rhe insurance
options available for students. The school
could easily employ a marketing campaign
pointed at uninsured students, and could
do so ar minimal cost. New York Law
School could advertise insurance options
in the elevators, rhe student cafeteria, and
other student spaces. The school should
advertise the options and insurance process throughout the year to remind studenrs who may have overlooked coverage
at the beginning of the school year.
New York Law School has undertaken a
dury to inspire a legal duty and knowledge
in its srudenrs. It has undertaken a dury to
cultivate its students' minds. In the process,
however, it has not focused enough attention towards students' health. The school
could easily place a greater emphasis on
health coverage for studentS, but to date has
done little ro promote health insurance.
Students are ultimately the ones who will
suffer from not having health insurance
through illness. lasrit1g health problem,, or
financial rroubles from the expensive cost of
medical ~crvice~. In rhis day and age, however, the school should have a greater
responsibility in facilitating or implementing an insurance program or process for the
student body.

~)In

the tina\ crunch betore the biggest eltai'Y' ot your lite.

who should you trust!

0 A) '{our classtnates
0 S) '(our taro\\)'
0e C)
A cotnpanY you don't \<.no""
0) ihe natne you've always relied on to get you through
your toughest eltatnS···e.rnallue\
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This Issue's Sudoku: THREE Levels to Choose From
I' Sudoku II: Medium Puzzle

Sudoku 1: Easy Puzzle
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3 1
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2

4
7

5 3
4
7 6

4
8 6
3
7 1
1
2
6
3
4
8
3
5
3
4
2
5
1

1

4 6
7 8
4
1
3
7 2
6 4
1 2
6 7

7

I

6
1 7
9

8

Puzzle by websudoku.com

Puzzle by websudoku.com

BARRISTER'S BALL TICKETS!
ON SALE NOW (Until March 26th)
Saturday, March 29, 2008 8 p.m.

to

1 a.m.

Down Town Association
60 Pine Street, New York, NY 10005

$55 for the first 325 tickets
$85 for the following 75 tickets
\VHERE TO PURCHASE:

O ffice of Srudem Life (5th Floor A Building)
Student Center Monday-Thursday
By phone, dial [he Office of Student Life at 212.431.2851
FORMS Or PAYMENT:

Cash, Check, or Credit Card (Visa & MasterCard only)

Solutions on Page 11

Sudoku Ill: Evil Puzzle
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1
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5
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5
2
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8
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2
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4
7
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8 7 3
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Puzzle by websudoku.com
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Snowboarding for Beginners
BY MEUSSA NOWAK.

Stttj[Writt!r

SO YOU HAVE ALWAYS wanted ro ride
bur have put if off because you were
nor sure how to ger started. Well no
more excuses. your beginner's guide to
snowboarding is here! Get our there and
enjoy rhe snow before global warming
turns March's snowy slopes into June's
grassy knolls!
BtJSics-Gt!tting Startt!d: Please note that
with the exceprion ofTony Hawk and various professional surfers and skateboarders,
very few people pick up snowboarding
their first run down the' mountain. Anticipate epic crashes, ample time on your rear,
sore muscles, and general frustration for at
least the first full day. Check your skiing
skills in the Chalet because tbey really do
nor apply here. lnsread, summon any
skateboarding, ~urfing, skirching (shout
out to the Midwest), or wakeboarding
skills you may have in your arsenal.
Wear a helmet. 90o/o of the snowboarders
you see out there wear them, so you will
not feel like an outcast. Your noodle is
invaluable and falling is all too common.
Plus, many companies finally make comfortable, breathable helmets that fir your
goggles comfortably.
Rt!guiar or Goojj?The fim question you
will encounter when trying out your
snowboard i~, Regular or Goofy? To
answer, think about sliding downhill
sideways. Which side do you feel most
comfortable facing downhill? If the answer
is left side, then you are regular. Right side
i~ goofy. lf the answer is neither, consider
skiing. Another method ro figure this out
is to have someone push you forward

unsuspecringly. Which foot did you put
om in front to stop yoursdP. This will be
your leading foot, and the same key applies:
left=regular; right=goofy. This will determine how your bindings will be set up on
your board.
Strapping ln. If you use snowboard
boots, make sure you lace up the boors
completely, utilizing all the hooks and

then srep down. Only strap in your lead
foot, the one closest to the nose of your
board. Leave out your trailing foot so you
can .scuttle over to rhe·chair lift.
The Chair Lift. Getting on and off the
chair lift can be daunting, particularly
since as you have ro ride off the lift and
you only have one foot strapped in. This is
a hurdle that must be overcome. Unless

Check your skiing skills in the Chalet
because they really do not apply here.
Instead, summon any skateboardingr surfing,
skitching (shout out to the Midwest), or
wakeboarding skills you may have in your arsenal.
eyelets. A nice, right fit will make your
board more responsive to how you lean. lf
you use step-ins, SO!Jle lace up, some
buckle, do this securely and ensure you
ha\e ample ankle support and your heel is
all the way back in the boot. The strap
binding resembles sandals. Due to the
back support for your ankles, it's obvious
where your roes should go. Step in and
ensure your heel is aJl the way back. Brace
your heel/Achilles snugly against the support. Strap the ankle strap fus1, roe strap
lasr and ensure they are very snug. Step-in
bindings work similar ro ski bindings, simply hook in the front part of the binding

you go back country and hike up the
mountain, rhe chair is your only way up!
To board the lift., give yourself ample time
to scurrle up to the line where you board.
You can ask the lift opCiacor to slow down
the lift., tell her or him that you are learning. Slowing down the lift will bold up rhe
line but for much less time than caring it as
you board, thereby forcing them to srop
the lift completely. Plus, ir will help you m
get the hang oi it.
Face sideways with your lead foot forward, and sit down gently as the lifr
approaches. You can maneuver your board
our in from of you once you get safely

seared. To depart the chair, as you approach
the off-loading ramp. turn your body
sideways slighcly so when you make contact
with the snow your board will be pointing
straight down rhe ramp. and keep rhe nose
of your snowboard up. Once on top of rhe
off-ramp, set your board on rhe flar piece
on top of the ramp and steady ir. As you
prepare to srand, place your loose foot on
the stomp pad, stand up and evenly distribute your weight. Lean sligbrly forward
and descend down the ramp.
If you begin freaking out as you pick up
speed, bend your legs! This will improve
your balance by lowering your center of
gravity, and prepare you to land on your
butt, a preferable crash side, should you
fall. To slow yourself to a stop at the end of
the ramp, wirh your knees bent, flex your
toes toward you, digging your heels into
the ground thereby applying pressure to
your back edge. Slowly turn your board so
you and your board are facing frontward
and you are digging m your back edge.
Once stopped. skate over to an area out of
the way of traffic, and close to the top of
the run. Strap in your back foot, now
you're ready to ride!
N~w you 'rf ready to ride: First, conceptualize the fact that you can face a nr direction while riding downhill on the snowboard - backward, regular, fakey, any
direction. When you are snowboarding,
you always want to put pressure on the
uphill edge of the board. T he uphill edge
will switch back and forth between your
heel edge and toe edge as you ride down
the mountain. To illustrate, ifyou are facing
down the mounrairr, your pressure should
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be on your heels. Conversdr, if you are facing
the uphill direccion. your pressure should
be on your toes. If you confuse this gra\·itational tenet, the result is that you will
catch an edge. This means your board will
stop immediately and your body will keep
going e1using you to crash. a crash that
slams you quickly into the ground. Abide
by this rule, violations can be painful!
N~xt, try to ful your baitzndngpoitit. At a
standstill, position the board so it is ~r
pendicular with the ~;lope so you are facing
downhill, and dig your heel edge into the
slope. T ilt the toe edge of the board up and
down with your ankles, moving yourself
front and back until you find a balancing
spot where you won't tip over. This is your
balancing point. No.... reduce the amount
of pressure on your heels and slowly
descend down the slope. Now you're offi
Stopping. A stop is much like a ho~.:kC)
stop on ic..: skates. From what c:ver posidon
you are riding down in. bring the board
perpendicular to the slope and dig m } our
uph1ll edge. To Illustrate, if you are
descendtng downhill on your heel edge
(facing downhtll), your front foot will he
lendang you, at an angle, down the slope.
Now slide up your back foot ~o your board
1 perpendicular to the slope: and dig m
your heel edge. Your feet will now be on
rhe same plane across the slope and this
w•ll stop you.
Nou,. try turning. Start wirh your board
perpendicular to the slope ar a stop. Apply
less pressure to the edge and begin to
descend do.... n the slope. To tum, scan d•ggmg your heels in, thb turns you hee\side
and with enough pressure, will stop you.
Conver dy, as you arc descending down
the .\lope if you apply prc~sure ro your roe
~ide, you will turn on your roe edge and
wirh enough pressure will come to a complete stop. These arc e.-.scnually the two edges
that you \\ill ride as you make your way
down--bedside, then toestdc, or vice versa.

The art is in linking rhe turns and
smoothly traositioning from side to side.
For good form, always look in the direction you want to go. A good balancing
form is ro keep your knees bent and loose.
tum your torso ro face downhill and keep
your arms up and close to your chin as if
you were protecting your grill while boxing. This will get your shoulders in the
right direction and make it easier for your
hips and feet to follow. Keep your knee.s
bent for better halance. As you progress,
tuck your back knee toward your front leg
and begin to lean into the turns.
Falling. Falling is as inherent to ~now
boarding as analyzing cases is to the
Socratic method. Learning ho.... to fall
will prevent injuries, so pay close attention.

DON'T GIVE UP. Before long you'll be KICktng up powder w1th the best of them

Crossword Puzzle Fun
Solutions on Page 11
ACROSS
1 Bloody confl1cts
5 Complamt
9 french clergyman
13 Wake up
15 Wheel shaft
16. Shootout
17. Inactive
18 Narrate
19 Asian sea
20 Spread out for dry1ng
21 PlastiC clog
23 Retard mmovement
25. Type of guard
26 Silly
27. Spider's traps
30 Suffer
31. MIStake
32 Precede 1n time
37 Become closer to
38 Saunter
40 Fling
41 Young children
43. Skin opemngs
44. Axlike tool
45 Share
47 Workroom
50 Et _(and others)
51 Need for hqu1d
52 Thm layer
53 Dai'X. as a light

If you begin to fall forward. the natural
inclination will be to put your hands out
in front to brace the fall Resist this inclination!! You are moving fast, when
you multiply your mass by your velociry,
such force on your wrists, fingers, and
elbows can cause a break. Instead. make
fists and hold your bent arms in front
of your chest, as if you're freaing
cold, and fall on the surface of
your forearms. When you
fall
backward, the concern is your head
and your tailbone. If you begin falling
backward, tuck your chin to your chest
to minimize the chance of slamming
your head back. Falling on your rear
is good if you have padding (queue
Sir-Mix-a-loe), but if not, falling flat on

56. Household

'Sl Partly open
59 Chou_
61 Agog
62 Accent
63. Debns
64. Novice
65 Checked out
66. Nonsense.
DOWN
1 Sealed document'
2 Primo
3 Regretted
4. Georg1a, once: Abbr.
5. Conductors' rods
6· Corp VIP. bnefly
7 Former measure of length
8 Bhss

9 Modify
10. Graduated glass tube
11 Small and round. as eyes
12 Glamour nval
14. One engraving
22 Curved bone
24. Boy or man
25 Pen s mfenor. they say
26. HaVIng a sound mind
27 1/100 of a monetary umt
28. Nab1sco cook1e
29 Actor Pitt

32 Donkey
33 lo1ncloth worn by Hindu men
34 D1stincuve quality
35 D1fficult JOurney
36. Ultimatum word
38 Reflect
39 Ricelike grams of pasta
42 Scottish boys
43 Book of elementary pnnCiples
45 Twinned
46 Competitor of lide and

Cheer
47. Ostentatious
48 Stopwatch-holder
49 H1ves
51 Yonder ttung
52. Temple
53 A d1sh With many ingredtents
54 Ventilates
55 Aquatic vertebrate
58 Happiness
60 Kernel

Page9
your back dissipates the impact a bic
more. Again, wear a helmet.
Ski & Snowboard R~sortS. For an excellent list of whar is available by state in the
Northeast, check out http://www.alpinezone.com/. Each ski area provides rental
snowboard equipment, but it is typieilly
cheaper to rem from a shop nearby the
resort. not on the resort, unless you're getring a package that gives you free rental.
Reading and ~rformmg are adminedly
two different animals. The basic concepts
are here. They may not smoothly or
clearly translate inro a gold medal half pipe
performance, bur they will equip you with
a decent understanding of what to expect
on your first day. Now get outside and
cnjo} winter!
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• SPORTING LIFE

NV Sports Overview
BY ALEX BUNAEV, STAFF lX'RITER

NBA
The Knkks are right on pace with my
prediction of missing the playoffs in the
East. Marbury mercifully pur his season to

an end by ha\·ing ankle surgery. Without
him, the Knicks have actually played better v. ith Nate Robinson finally figuring
out what a pass is and Lee and Balkman
settling imo nice complementary roles.
Curry and Randolph h.we had trouble
sharing the post ho\\Cvcr. It does not help
that they are both terribly overwetght and
play no defense. When Kendnck Perkins
scores a career high at the Garden then you
know your fronrcourt defense ts m trouble.
The Knicks may go on a httle run and
make the plavoffs m the E:m only to be
run off the court by the Celucs or Pt tons.
Or they may fall further into the lottery
with Thomas yankmg everybody's minutes and having no set rotauon Either way,
the season is a wash.
The Nets have terribk problems of their
own. Vince Caner fully hved up to the
o:pectations after inexplicably gerting a four
year extenston from the club. 1oo bad the
expectation was for him to start tanking
immediatdy playing out the rest of his career
in the most disappointing fashion. Kidd got
moody and got out. Jefferson still gives it hi~
all and does not deserve this situation. Ar.

le<u< coach Frank fin.ally took Collins out of
his misery and the starring lineup. Boone
and 'Williams pro\ide 5ome ent"rgy but not
enough scoring or experience to matter. J'he
sea5on is preny much done for rhcm too.
Although the recent rradc with the ~1aver
icks and srrong talent in the lottery provide
the Nets with a lor of opportunity.

thl" squad all 1he way to the Super Bowl to
fu~c the mighty Patriots. The Giants were
very confidem and had great momemum
going into the game. And the.: intimidation
factor that rhe Pars relied on so heavily this
year did not matter at all. Although I was
slighrly off on the final score, I did predict
that rhts would be a tightly contested gan1c
with the Giants prevailing by 3.

NFL
The G-Men won the Super Bowl! I posed
three quesnons for the sea~on in my eason
Pre-. teo.\ How will the Grams replace Tikt
B;trbers production? They missed Tikt m
rhe pa.s~ing game but the ground game was
spectacular all season and earned them
through the playoffs. How will the Gtants
respond to Coughlin? The players connn
ued ro rally around coach Coughlin and
Eli. And how will Eli respond to last year's
somewhat disappointing ,;ea.son, With a
ticker-tape parade! The defense was terrific
all year. especially the front four who abused
every offensive line they fJced thi.~ season
Evc:"n the special reams were solid. The final
game of the season proved to be rhe most
entertaining season game and it propelled

MLB
The Mets struck gold by trading for rhe
best regular season pitcher in the game,
Johan Santana. Not onl} did they not gt'lle
up anr regular contnbutors to their team
they al o did nor gtve up their be~t prospect The; re now the team to bear in the
Nauonal League wtth an ace that auromarically puts rhem at 20 games over .500
to ran the season. The Yankees cunously
stood pat and did not try to trump the
Mets offer for Santana. Ir appear~ rhar they
were content to grab the back pages a$ long
as the Red Sox did not rrade for him and
trot out a :.tarring twosome ofBeckeu :ind
Santana. Ian Kennedy bener be real good
real fast.

Black Athletes and Violence: A Rise of Tragic Incidents
BY ALEX BUNAEV. STAFF WRITER
ANTOINE WALKER. Eddy Curry, Ron
Ane:.t, Stephen Jack~on, Darrent Williams, Sean laylor, Shelden Williams,
ebasuan Telfair, JamaaJ Tinsley, Ray
Lewis. Pacman Jones. All of these people
have three thmgs in common. They arc or
were all superior athletes gemng paid ro
play profc.)sional sports. They are all either
vicums of\ iolent cnmes or they .;omehow
became involved in situations where guns
and violenct' led to police involvement.
Lastly, they arc .til African Amencan.
There has bel.'n a rise of rhe~ tragic lllCidenrs in the p;~st few )'l'ar~. A group of men
robbed Walker and Curry in their homes in
suburban Chi01go. Someone pulled a gun
on l~fatr and took his chain in New York.
Shelden Willtams was caqacked at gun
point m Adanra. A member uf Lewis' entourage killed two men ourstde of a naghtdub.
Jones' bodyguard shot and paralrud a
bouncer in a smp dub. Jackson, Tinsley. and
Arrest had to answer to police after etther
they or members of their entourage brandished pistols. Darrem Williams and Scan
Taylor were not so lucky. Wtlliam:. died in
his friend's arms after hemg shot in his limo
leaving a dub. Taylor bll"d to death after
being shot during a home invasion trying ro
protect his fiance and daughter.
The rwo deaths naturally brought media
coverage and typical rhetoric about gun
violence in America. The other incidents
received some coverage but were quick~· forgotten. The perception being that rhis son
of thing is nothing new to the black com-

muniry and young black men in particular.
But if these athletes were white, would the
coverage be any different? Would the media
start rhe coverage of a white athlete's shooting death by questioning his past and his
circle of friends like they did w1th Taylor?
It seems that America IS content with
attributing these event.s w nothtng more
than the culture of the gheuo. fhese play·
ers came out of the worst netghborhoods in
this gr~-at country of ours and the by prod·
uct of their hard work and dedication b a
gun in the face or a bullet tn the chest
and the general shrug of tht> shoulders of
the rest of the coumry. There should be
more outrage, more media ~;overage, more
effon to do something, anythmg about
this issue.
Obviously, thts is not something rhat
can be corrected over ntght. This is a
deeper issue that date.~ back to this
nation's history of ~lavery, the civil war,
the struggle for equality and ch if rtghts,
the assassinations of Martin Luther King
Jr., Malcolm X and the le.ders of the
Black Panther Party. the silent war on the
black communities by the CIA and the
FBI who flooded those communities wuh
guns and drugs
On the HBO's groundbreaking series,
The 'X'irc, one of the characters say~ that tf
100 young white ml.'.n were shot and killed
every year in Balrimore, rhey would call in
the NationaJ Guard. A~ wrong as that
sounds, nobody can argue again!>t that
poinc with any conviction. A pretty white
girl goes missing in Aruba and it becomes

a national story. A young black man is
killed and it becomes a story only because
he happens to be a great football player.

And C\Cn then, he must have brought ir
upon himself because he would not leave
behind his old life.

Crossword Puzzle Solution
(from page 9)
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Congress on Steroids: Who Really Wins?
BY LAWRENCE METELISTA,
Staff Writer
IT IS SAFE TO SAY that this country is
currendy dealing with many pressing
issues. We are in the middle of a
war, health care needs reform, energy
costs are astronomical, a very important
presidential dection is approaching and
our economy is floundering as people
lose their homes at an alarming rate.
By no means does that represent an exhaustive list, but that alone seems ro be
more than our government can handle
at the moment. However, Congress and
the F.B.I. have decided to take on
the role of morality police. They are
dedicating precious man hours and
money to the investigation of steroids
in sports, or rather as a matter of
fact, perjury regarding testimony about
rhe use of steroids by certain star
athletes. This is completely ridiculous for
so many reasons that it is difficult to
know where to begin. But we can starr

'by l9oking at the goals of the steroids
investigation.
To begin with, it is difficult to understand what Congress hopes to accomplish.
It has already been determined thar
many prominent athletes, including
baseball players and Olympic athletes
have been raking performance enhancing
drugs for at least the past ten to fifteen
years. One of Congress' goals, shared by
President Bush, is tO set an example for
America's youth and educate them about
the pitfalls of steroids. But anyone who
honestly believes that these athletes took
steroids because they didn't know it was
dangerous, or that kids rake steroids
without the awareness of irs repercussions,
is delusional.
The fact of the matter is that athletes
take steroids because they want to excel at
their job and make more money. At the
high school level it is the same story. kids
want to excel and win scholarships, carnring with them dreams of making it big. For

Sudoku Solutions (trom page 7)
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8 5 1
7 4 6
9 3 2
4 9 7
3 2 5
1 6 8
2 8 9
6 1 4
5 7 3
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1
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many of those young athletes it is the only
way they will get to college and the best
way for them to earn a living. Ir is a harsh
reality bur a reality none the less.
Another goal of the steroid probe is to
clean up professional sports and level the
playing field for athletes. While that may
be an admirable goal. ir has absolutely
nothing to do with Congress or the F.B.l
nor will it actually work. There is still currently no test for HGH and other substances that reportedly over fifty percent of
major league baseball players could have
used at one point or another, a number
that is even higher in the minor leagues. If
this is true. it seems as if most players level
the playing field by canceling each other
out and the ones with the most talent win
out in the end anyway.
Of course thar argument has its flaws,
but it underscores the government's waste
of rime and resources. Spending countless
hours and millions of dollars trying to
convict Roger Clemens or Barry Bonds of
perjury with the intention of putting them
in jail serves no legitimate purpose. The
fans obviously do not care and attendance
is at an all time high in almosr every sport,
especially basebalL Fans go to the game to
be entertained, ro root for their teams, not
to root for controversy (unless our favorite
ream is losing).
Roger Clemens is a philanthropist who
donates his money co various charities as
well as his rime ro reaching youth baseball.
He is not someone we need to put in prison
and rehabilitate. If he was hurt and took
steroids ro heal rn order ro continue his
livelihood is that worse than an NFL
player who takes a cortisone shot to numb
his pain and stay on the field? The fact is
that no one is talking abouc drug charges

for these athletes possessing and buying
illegal drugs; and perhaps they should. Bur
we are calking about morality issues here,
raking performance enhancing drugs and
lying about it, cheating, disrespecting a
game. These are all issues that should be
policed by each respective sports league,
not by Congress and rhe F.B.I.
So in the end both of these goals are
essentially pointless. The humiliation of
these men is enough for fans whose reams
have lost ro them over the years. We do not
need to be spending our time conducting
depositions, having hearings and trying to
convict these men. Their respective sports
can and should punish them, not the government. This is a distraction, a way to
rake our attention off of the most preva_lent
problems facing this country. The F.B.l's
responsibilities include counterintelligence,
counrerterrodsm, crimes against children,
counterfeiting crimes and now investigating Miguel Tejada. Congress is dea-Ling
with a war, environmental issues, health
care and a plethora of other issues. Is Congress on Steroids? Have they decided they
have all of these issues are under control
and can now take on further responsibility? In fact, Congress could use some performance enhancement. Their plate is full
and there interest in steroids in professional sports can not be justified. Perhaps
if they paid more attention to rhe war on
drugs, steroids would not be so easily
obtained by these athletes.
There are many other arguments ro be
made here but in the interest of saving
myself from rambhng I will end this article
by saJing rbar it is my sincerest hope rhat
everyone is personally insulted by Congress' lack of priorities, blatant waste of
time and misappropriation of funds.
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Film Revievv: Michael Clayton
B\ STEVE CASSETTE, Staff Writer

ADMITTEDLY I ~lAS NOT very interested in seeing Michatl Clayton when ir
first came our. l can not really explain it,
bur ever since I started law school, lawyer
movies and jokes have ceased to amuse me.
But when this ftlm received such high
acclaim, including an Oscar nomination
for Best Picture, I figured ir deserved an
honest look.
Michati Clayton (Georgt Clooney) is an
in-houst fixtr llt onc oftlu largrst corporau /,uu flmlS in Nt·u• York. A fanner
criminal proJt:etttor, Clayton takts cart
of Kmntr, Bach & Lrtkm's dirrust
u·ork at the bthest of thr finn i cojiJimdn-, Many Bach (Sydnry Pollack).
Though bunud out and hardly contmr
with JJ/s jOb as a fixer, 1m dit-'orrt, a
fotlet! business zrrnture. and mounting
debt hat·e lift Clayton intxtriMb/; tied
to the finn. At U/NortiJ meanwhili!,
tht· carur of litigator Karen Crottdl!r
(Iild.J Sutinton) rests 011 the multi-million dollar settlmunt of a class-action
suit that Clayton:( finn is feadir~g &o a

senningly sucussful coTZclusion. But
whm Kmner Bach briliia.m and guilt-

s

riddm attomry Arthur EdnlS (Tom
Vfli/kinson) !tzbotag~ tb~ UINilTth rtl.Jr.
Oaytqn faCt'S tht biggest cha/lmge ofhis

career and bis lifo.
-writtm by Warntr Bros. Pictum
Michael Clayton is a dark and complex
character. Unsatisfied with his life and his
work but unable to sran anew, he is a
modern-day mercenary of sorts, constantly
skirring the line oflegal erhic~ in order to
serve his firm. He often finds himself in
difficult situations. Bur just as any good
lawyer can, he is able £O talk his way
around clients. colleagues and enemies,
always in control and thinking one srep
ahead. George Clooney plays rhis character exceptionally well and adds a sense of
the everyday man ro rhe unique Clayton.
The story begins to get mteresting when
Arthur Edens. a sen10r parmer at Kenner.
B"ack & Ledcen, has a nervous breakdown
while working on rhe U/Norrh class action
law suit. Edens becomes irrational and
unpredictable. at times be is helpless as a
child. BUl he gains a renewed sense of sdf
and never loses his sharp intelligence. Tom
Wilkinson is great in his role as the reckless Edens.

Calendar of Events for March 2008
MARCH 10
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY SEMINAR
Board Room, 14th Floor 40 Wonh
This seminar examines public and
private financing srrategies and their
social impact, including the requirements set by the Equaror Principles and
the International Finance Corporation.
Also, it will look at securing project
revenue for the public good in the
developing world. The seminar is
a C LE-credit course worth 2 credirs,
on lD Ethics and one in Professional
Skills.

MARCH 17-21
SPRING BREAK!
MARCH29

BARRISTER'S BALL
8:00pm-1:00am
The Downtown Association
60 Pine Street.
Come join your fellow students at rhe
annual Barrister's Ball. 5 hours of dinner,
dancing, casino emertainmenr, and an
open beer and wine bar. Purchase rickets
from the Office ofSrudent Life, either by
phone or in person, or from rhe table
located in the Srudenr Cemer.

WIN BIG WITH THE
DeNOVO BIG QUIZ
Win Free Movie Tickets
or a Kaplan Study Guide
This is your chance to win big. Answer
correctly and you could win a Kaplan study
guide or two free movie tickets. Email your
answers to Jessica at jstone06@nyrs.edu
by Friday, April 2nd. A winner will be picked
at random from all correct responses. We
will contact the winners and announce their
names in the next issue. Good luck!

At risk of losing the major U/North
lawsuit, Kenner, Bach & Ledeeo put
Oayron in charge of 'fixing' Edens. The
rwo are close friends and Edens begins to
confide in dayton. When Edens mysteriously rums up dead, Clayton realizes thar
there might be more truth rhan insaniry to
his friend's story.
Balancmg Clayton's strong. complex
character is intense and cold Karen
Crowder, head of in-house counsel for U/
North. Crowder is very much a stereorypc-srone-fat:ed and serious, uncaring
and ambitious. When Edens suffers his
breakdown. Crowder is determined not to
let U/North lose the class action law suir
and she decides to take maner~ into her
own hands.
Tilda Swinton's excdlem portrayal of
Karen Crowder actually brings more intensity to the movie than the action scenes do.
Early on the in the movie the camera follows
Crowder in her hotel room as she prt!pares
for a news conference. The camera jumps
berween her preparation and scenes of t.Qe
acrual news conference. This is interesdng
camera work and paired with Swinton's
excdlent acting and intensity, these are arguably the ~t scenes in the movie. Only
matched by the intensiry that sbe and George
Clooney bring ro culminating scene.
While the acting in Michael Clayton is
exceptionally good, tbe srory itself could
use a JinJe help. It is a little unrealistic and
at rimes feels more like a mindless acrion
movie than a dramatic thriller-fine line
of difference I guess. But the movie does a
great job of highlighting the important
moral and erbicaJ issues that each character faces. Ic is interesting not only ro watch
their intertWining acrions play out but also
to see how each character's choices are
influenced by their own concept of a
professional legal standard. Overall,
Michael Clayton is a great film-cohesive,
intelligent, intense and worthy of the
praise it has received.

Spring2008

Spring 2008
New York
City Cultural
Calendar
DeNovo rakes pride in recommending onlr the best NY has co offer.

ART
WHITNEY BIENNIAL 2008
A spring celebration of contemporary
American art. Fearunng new exhibir:o. daily film screenings, lectures
and seminars and social events.
Whitney Museum of American Art
~.~hJLDey.org

DESIGN AND THE ELASTIC
MIND through May 121 2008
Design and the Elastic Mind focuses
on designers' ability to grasp momentous changes in technology, science,
and social mores, changes that will
demand or reflect major adjustments
in human behavior, and convert
them into objects and systems that
people under.srand and use.
The Museum of Modem Art
www.moma.org

FRENCH FOUNDING FATHER:
LAFAYETTE'S RETURN FOR
WASHINGTON'S AMERICA
through August 101 2008
French Founding Father explores the
importance of Lafayette's remarkable
and evenrful tour, which covered
over 6.000 miles by stagecoach. carriage. steamboat, horseback, and sailing vessel and occasioned the commission of works of art and common
rokens, all vehicles for the invention
and elaboration of forms ofAmerican
identification and patriotism that
still permeate our national Jives
today.
The New York Historical Society
www.nyhistory.org
MUSIC

QUIZ QUESTIONS

THE POGUES: 3/15-3/16
@Roseland Ballroom

1. You want to use this poem by
Emily Dickinson:

@

They might not need me;
but they might.
f' //let my head be just in sign;
their necessity.

Does this conform to or violate
copyright law?
2. Who was the only artist to top
the Billboard music charts in
each year of the 1990s?

VAN MORRlSON: 3/15
United Palace

ARETHA FRANKLIN: 3/21-3/22
@ Radio City Music Hall
NOONE&THE
SOMEBODIES:
4/4 @ The Knitting Factory
THE NEW DRESS: 4/5/08
The Knitting Factory

@

KIMYA DAWSON: 4/6
Webster Hall

@

A-TRAK: 4110/08
@ Hlro Ballroom

